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Prague, 26th of October 2020 
 
FABA LTD. Latest news release and company updates 
 
 
AGORA Pharmaceuticals preclinical trials results 
 
Our core business is Venture Capital supporting companies with the positive impact on our 
environment and our lives. One of such companies is AGORA Pharmaceuticals, which is 
developing a drug to treat Alzheimer’s disease. 

FABA LTD is reporting on positive completion of testing.  All new Agora products, Agora 1, 
Agora 2 and Agora 3 have successfully passed in vitro and in vivo preclinical trials. We are 
currently preparing all necessary documentation for the application with local and 
international patent authorities. 
Agora 1 product will be a first compound to be patented in the near future. 
 
 
FABA token amendments 
 
FABA token is an ERC20 token created and hosted on the Ethereum blockchain protocol and 
represents a security token (digital asset) with the entitlement to the future profits of FABA 
LTD.  

Due to the fact that FABA didn’t reach the expected capital raising cap, we at FABA decided 
not to list the FABA token on any exchange for the time being in order to protect current 
investors until further notice. Due to the same reasons we had to withdraw the voting rights 
of the FABA token holders. At the same time FABA is undergoing FCA regulatory requirements 
which should result in regulatory compliance which will be announced in due course. We 
thank you for continuing support and trust which we value most.  

 

FABA CAPITAL LTD - new subsidiary of FABA LTD. 

We are happy to announce that FABA LTD. has new subsidiary FABA CAPITAL LTD, a British 
company established on 24th of February 2020. FABA CAPITAL LTD has emitted its own ERC 20 
security token (FABA CAPITAL), with the entitlement to future profit share of FABA CAPITAL 
LTD. With the new emission, new automated platform has been developed, which provides 
real time online settlements. The intend of FABA CAPITAL token is not to be listed on any 
crypto exchanges but rather creating its own eco system.  
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Original FABA token emission 

FABA LTD is a holding structure with two daughter companies, FABA CAPITAL LTD with new 
token emission and Czech based FABA VENTURES s.r.o. with Czech National Bank regulated 
bond structure in place. The original FABA token emission successfully acquired very 
interesting portfolio of companies, among which both daughter companies are participating. 
Upon exit (sale) of the portfolio of companies, realized profit will be distributed among FABA 
token holders. 
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